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The Good And Baaad Of M&A

 strategic planning Mergers and Acquisitions

Summary: Your bank may not be thinking M&A is in your near future. Yet it could

be worthwhile to have a plan just in case. What to include in your planning.

A collection of 2,500 scientific papers finds sheep can recognize their "sheep friends". Amazingly, this is true

even after being apart for 2Ys. We guess we shouldn't be that surprised, since research also finds elephants

cry when they are hurt and rats giggle when they are tickled. If you have a pet, you probably already know

animals have feelings, but the scientific evidence is fascinating.

Bankers may not recognize some M&A deals, because many just do not deliver on expectations. That being

said, M&A is part of the industry, so our advice is to start with a good strategic plan.

Even if your bank isn't looking to sell tomorrow or buy anyone either right now, it could happen someday. To be

prepared, that's not a time to start from scratch, so you might want to at least sketch out a mergers and

acquisitions strategy at some point.

At least some of the banks that bought and sold in 2017 did so because something unexpected popped up.

While M&A activity overall looks to be around historical levels and slightly above 2016, the machine keeps

chugging along, so mapping things out occasionally can make sense. At a minimum, it will help you focus on

competitive offerings and provide better insight into the market in your geographic area.

The annual strategic planning session can be a good time to begin a thoughtful, vigorous discussion of the

M&A strategy. After all, it addresses one of the long-term issues facing the business and it can help determine

where you stand for the next 3Y to 5Ys as well. To begin this process, management should help map out a

strategy, so the board can review it. To do this, the board needs an awareness of where the institution fits into

the marketplace and who some likely targets or buyers might be.

The process itself should revolve around thinking about how you will evaluate M&A opportunities that might

come along. What sort of EBITDA multiple might get your attention, either to buy or to sell? Board members

should understand how much the bank could afford to spend on an acquisition, both in actual purchase price

and in the cost of successfully merging the two banks' technology, personnel, cultures, and business lines.

Another key area is all about cultural fit. Talk about how your bank might dovetail with another. If you were to

buy another bank, what products, markets, or clientele might help you build on what your bank currently does

well, or fill holes in your bank's present-day business? Then think about their team and yours to be sure the

pieces fit together. If not, walk away or face what could be an ugly integration.

For those banks who are not interested in buying or selling right now, that is ok too and it puts you with the

vast majority. Know that only 1% of banks are acquired each quarter (4% per year), so 99% are just doing the

business and serving their communities.

Culture, compliance, operational, third-party and a host of other risks are all factors in deciding for or against a

potential deal.
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No matter what your bank's position is around M&A, it does make sense to talk about it from time to time.

Doing so can help keep the team focused and provide good information around the competition, at the very

least. It is important to keep the dialog open, as you remember that talking about M&A doesn't necessarily

mean endorsing it. That way, if and when an opportunity comes along, you won't have to build a strategy from

scratch. Not a baaaaad idea perhaps.
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